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Pragmatic Unit Testing in C# with NUnit (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2004
Learn how to improve your C# coding skills using unit testing.  Despite it's name, unit testing is really a coding technique, not a testing technique.  Unit testing is done by programmers, for programmers. It's primarily for our benefit: we get improved confidence in our code, better ability to make deadlines, less time spent in the debugger, and...
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SAP® NetWeaver Portal Technology: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Your Hands-on Guide to SAP NetWeaver Portal Technology
Master SAP NetWeaver Portal with the most comprehensive, step-by-step reference available on the entire portal implementation life cycle. Written by SAP architect Rabi Jay, this book provides everything you need to plan, design, install, configure, and administer SAP...
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The Ultimate IQ Test Book: 1,000 Practice Test Questions to Boost Your Brain PowerKogan Page, 2007
"Just working through some of the 25 tests included here will improve your vocabulary, develop your powers of calculations and help logical reasoning... highly addictive."     

       The Ultimate IQ Test Book is the biggest book of IQ practice tests available. Written and compiled by IQ-test experts, it contains 1000 practice...
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Joomla! with FlashPackt Publishing, 2009
You can build any kind of web site using Joomla! The look and feel of Joomla! web sites can largely be customized using the many templates, components, modules and plug-ins available. With all these features, ease of administration, and options for customization, sometimes you may think of integrating other technologies such as Flash with it. This...
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Data Mining and Machine Learning in CybersecurityAuerbach Publications, 2011

	In the emerging era of Web 3.0, securing cyberspace has gradually evolved into a
	critical organizational and national research agenda inviting interest from a multidisciplinary
	scientific workforce. There are many avenues into this area, and, in recent
	research, machine-learning and data-mining techniques have been applied to design,...
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Sonar Code Quality Testing EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	Developers continuously strive to achieve higher levels of source code quality. It

	is the holy grail in the software development industry. Sonar is an all-out platform

	confronting quality from numerous aspects as it covers quality on seven axes,

	provides an abundance of hunting tools to pinpoint code defects, and continuously...
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Game Mechanics: Advanced Game Design (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2012

	This in-depth resource teaches you to craft mechanics that generate challenging, enjoyable, and well-balanced gameplay. You’ll discover at what stages to prototype, test, and implement mechanics in games and learn how to visualize and simulate game mechanics in order to design better games. Along the way, you’ll practice what...
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Instant Silverlight 5 AnimationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Silverlight is a relatively new technology introduced by Microsoft in order to enable the developers to build multi-platform client GUI applications that can run within or outside of Internet browsers.


	Silverlight is a Web technology that allows you to create both large business applications and little ads for your web page....
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Chance Discoveries in Real World Decision Making: Data-based Interaction of Human intelligence and Artificial Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006

	For this book, the editors invited contributions from indispensable research areas relevant to "chance discovery", which has been defined as the discovery of events significant for making a decision, and studied since 2000. The chapters contain contributions to identifying rare or hidden events and explaining their significance. The...
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Building Engaged Team Performance: Align Your Processes and People to Achieve Game-Changing Business ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Harness the Power of Your Most Valuable Resource—Your Workforce!


	Process improvement approaches like Six Sigma and Lean Enterprise have worked wonders for countless organizations, but in the drive for true excellence, these approaches are only one important part of the formula.


	Building Engaged...
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Energy Efficient Servers: Blueprints for Data Center OptimizationApress, 2015

	Energy Efficient Servers: Blueprints for Data Center Optimization introduces engineers and IT professionals to the power management technologies and techniques used in energy efficient servers. The book includes a deep examination of different features used in processors, memory, interconnects, I/O devices, and other...
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Recurrent Hernia: Prevention and TreatmentSpringer, 2007

	Recurrence is a significant public health problem. So, this fourth Suvretta meeting, held in February 2006 is intended to concentrate on this problem. Technical nuances of the various operations have been discussed to pursue consensus concerning the best techniques. Methods were explored to improve surgeons' education and look into the...
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